Assignment
In this assignment, you will purchase a domain name to be used throughout this semester. This name needs to be used for class work, which may cause interruptions in service if the name is used for other purposes.

Register a domain name
Decide on a domain name, check that it is not used. Repeat until a unique domain name has been found. Register your domain name with a registrar. Many can be found on the net. This domain will be used for the rest of the semester for course work. It will be used in the spring if you take IT3110.

DOMAINS NOT TO PURCHASE
Don’t use a .page domain. (They always force https traffic)

DOMAINS NOT TO PURCHASE
Don’t use .app, .page or .dev domains. (They always force https traffic)(HSTS preload)

Submission and Passoff
• The validity of your domain name purchase will be tested in a later assignment.